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Art and Music

Artist David Rankin: Historical and Contemporary Works at
Charles Nodrum Gallery and Mossgreen Gallery, August 2017

The Charles Nodrum Gallery and Mossgreen Gallery at Melbourne have advised they will
concurrently present exhibitions of the works, past and present of Australia's acclaimed New
York based abstract artist David Rankin from August 17, 2017.  Read More

On show in an exhibition at the New York Botanical Garden (NYBG) in the Bronx are a series of
breathtaking art glass works by multi award winning American sculptor Dale Chihuly, which are
glistening and dazzling viewers both day and night.  Read More | Buy Tickets

Australian born artist Angelica Mesiti who lives in Paris, is all about exploring many and varied forms of
communication, including those we turn to during moments of crisis. Creativity can breakthrough as an
immediate response to inspire beauty and hope to arise from chaos and despair.  Read More

The British Museum has a new exhibition coming soon about the nomadic Scythians, Warriors of
Ancient Siberia. Sponsored by BP it will be on show September 14, 2017 – January 14, 2018 and will
challenge us all to keep learning from the past. Read More | Buy Tickets

Australian musician Richard Tognetti AO has been announced by Andrew Kay AM, President Live
Performance Australia as recipient of the 2017 JC Williamson Award®, to be presented at the
Helpmann Awards ceremony on Monday 24 July, 2017 at the Capitol Theatre, Sydney. Read More

Only 37 when he died, Renaissance artist Raphael: The Lord of the Arts lived and intense rewarding
life, while leaving ‘an indelible mark on the artistic world. Set in twenty locations and two particularly
that are rarely seen, the recent doco-drama in limited release, showcased his brilliance. Read More

Russian born musician Dmitry Sinkovsky showcases his singing violin, returning on demand to thrill
audiences tor a concert with the Australian Brandenburg Orchestra. In Sydney July 26 – 29, August 2,
and 4, in Melbourne August 5 and 6 and Brisbane Tuesday August 8, 2017. Read More | Buy Tickets

Author Kate Grenville in The Case Against Fragrance reports Rose Niland, is acknowledging the
negative impact of artificial fragrance on a significant number of the community as fragranced products
permeate our environment. Read More

Derek Parker reports that The National Gallery of Victoria (NGV) has brought together a number of
key works from its collection for the exhibition Buddha’s Smile, ranging from centuries-old antiquities to
contemporary pieces.  Read More

After decades in storage, over eighty beautifully restored watercolour works from the Art Gallery of
NSW collection will be showcased in the Grand Courts June 2 – December 3, 2017. They will be
placed in a Victorian setting, complete with sash curtains, palms and period-style seating. Read More

Slava Grigoryan and the Australian String Quartet's Migration Tour maybe over, however you and
your friends and family will be warmed considerably by the music on the album, which is dedicated to
excellence.  Read More | Buy Album

Israeli born actress Gal Gadot is in a different league as Wonder Woman, together she and director
Patty Jenkins elevate her to superstar status - the mythical Amazonian Princess Diana of Themyscira,
daughter of Hippolyta known to us earthlings as Diana Prince, is a winning wonder. Read More
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